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Methods of Measurement
ALTHOUGH repeatedly deploring the limitations imposed by
lack of data, we have not explained how the stock of data af-
fects our estimates. It is decisive, since a national income
investigator must rely on adequate and fairly accurate informa-
tion in assigning magnitudes to the categories he sets up; and
such information is a matter of laborious accumulation by
many agencies rather than the work of an individual.
The general characteristics of continuous data serve to de-
termine the approach. But even after the approach has been
chosen in conformity with the data that are most plentiful and
continuous, approximations must be made when data are lack-
ing. In attempting to bridge gaps, in estimating one cell after
another, the investigator must have at hand some controlling
figures to test whether he has attained the countrywide total
or whether parts are missing. In trying to make continuous
annual estimates he finds that some parts of the total are re-
corded for some years and not for others.
We therefore discuss briefly the approach, the approxima-
tion of parts, the controlling totals, and the preparation of
continuous annual estimates. In a sense this chapter is a sum-
mary of the description of sources and procedures given in de-
tail in Volume II, emphasizing only the salient points at which
the stock of data conditioned our estimates.
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i The Approach
The primary data needed to measure national income may be
reported by enterprises or by individuals and families. Infor-
mation from enterprises may be submitted by producing or
proprietorship units, with effects on the distribution by indus-
trial origin already discussed. If it is in terms of the gross value
of products without classification of products by type, and of
the cost of goods consumed in the production process, net value
originating in an industrial division can be estimated by sub-
tracting the cost of goods consumed from the gross value of
products; national income is then the sum of these net values.
If such net values are reported directly by type of payment and
the net savings that comprise them, national income can be dis-
tributed not only by industrial origin but also between with-
holdings and disbursements and by type of payment. If the
flow of commodities and services is reported in considerable
detail, national income can be divided between consumers' Out-
lay and net capital formation and both can be distributed by
type of commodity and service. Indeed, of the classifications
discussed in the preceding chapter, the only one that cannot
readily be derived from reports by enterprises is that of pay-
ments by size among individuals or families.
A distribution of payments by size could be most easily de-
rived from an estimate of national income based on reports by
individuals or families, for the first item of information re-
quested would be total payments received by each. If, in addi-
tion, the industrial characteristics of the paying enterprises,
the type of payment, the division of receipts between expendi-
tures and savings, and the apportionment of expenditures
among commodities and services of diverse types were covered,
most of the breakdowns mentioned in the preceding chapter
could be carried through. But two important items would be
missing. First, net savings of enterprises could not be esti-
mated, since they are revealed solely by the accounting of enter-
prises themselves. Second, the commodity and service counter-g8 PART ONE
parts of individuals' net savings, the larger portion of which is
expended by enterprises rather than by individuals, could not
be ascertained.
In this country, as in many others, primary data sufficiently
comprehensive to estimate national income are reported by
enterprises. The censuses of agriculture, mining, manufactur-
ing, electrical and communication industries, and for recent
years, of construction, trade, and service cover at not too infre-
quent intervals the major part of the country's productive sys-
tem. In addition, the Interstate Commerce Commission pub-
lishes continuous and complete reports on steam railroads
and most other public utilities; the federal income tax author-
ities publish summaries of the annual reports of business cor-
porations; and there is continuous information on various
activities of government and many semi-public agencies. Con-
tinuous information reported by individuals or families, in
contrast, has been exceedingly meager and incomplete, at least
until very recent years.
Continuous and complete primary data solely from enter-
prises do not in themselves determine how to estimate na-
tional income and to classify its components. As already indi-
cated, they may give us any one approach or all three: (i) the
gross-net product, (2) the industrial payments, (3) the finished
products. By means of the first, from the value of the gross
product of enterprises in various industries and of the materials
and products consumed by them in the production process we
can estimate national income and gross product totals dis-
tributed by industrial source; by means of the second, from
income payments and net savings originating in various indus-
tries, we can estimate national income (but not necessarily a
gross product total) distributed by both industrial source and
type of income; by means of the third, from detailed data on
the products of enterprises, we can estimate national income,
divided into consumers' outlay and capital formation, with
these two broad components further subdivided by various
categories of goods.METHODS OF MEASUREMENT 99
Could we use all three approaches we could check the ac-
curacy of our estimates of national income as well as make dis-
tributions that would be complementary and constitute a
useful blueprint of the workings of the national economy.
However, the second approach alone is feasible for the period
under study. Information on gross product, especially on prod-
ucts consumed in the production process, is still lacking for
most industries. Data on the finished products of various indus-
tries have become relatively abundant since 1929, and it would
be feasible to approximate national income for recent years
by the finished products method. Even so, the margin of error
would be greater than in estimates derived by the industry
payments approach; and the relatively better supply of data for
the latter approach becomes more decisive for the years before
1929.
Therefore, we used the industry payments approach. We be-
gan with agriculture and attempted to estimate wages, salaries,
other compensation of employees, dividends, interest, entre-
preneurial withdrawals or income, and net savings of enter-
prises. The combined total of these items is net income
originating in agriculture. Then we proceeded similarly for
mining, manufacturing, construction, and all other industries
that can be singled out, until the contents of the country's
economic system had been covered. National income is the sum
of all the parts, adjusted for the flow of property income pay-
ments into and out of the country.
Abundant as the data are for this method, formidable diffi-
culties must be overcome before we arrive at complete and con-
tinuous annual estimates of national income distributed by
industrial origin and type of income.
2 The Approximation of Parts
A DIFFICULTIES OF MEASUREMENT ENCOUNTERED IN MOST
INDUSTRIES
Data are most abundant for industrial divisions concerned with
the extraction, fabrication, and transportation of commodities100 PART ONE
or the provision of publicly regulated services, and character-
ized by the corporate form of organization—mining, manufac-
turing, steam railroads, electrical industries (electric light and
power, electric railroads), and communication (telephone and
telegraph). With occasional lapses (such as the omission of
petroleum mining by the Census of Mines in 1929), the indus-
trial censuses and Interstate Commerce Commission reports
cover these divisions fairly adequately, showing the number
and compensation of employees and the proportion of incor-
porated and unincorporated enterprises. Since the corporation
predominates in these industries, their property income and
net savings are reported rather fully on federal corporate in-
come tax returns. In addition, special governmental agencies
(such as the Bureau of Mines and the Interstate Commerce
Commission) report supplementary information that can be
used in deriving estimates of gross income or of net income for
some industry type of income cells.
But difficulties arise even in these industrial divisions. First,
there are few data on receipts by employees of incomes other
than monetary wages and salaries: perquisites and other pay-
ments in kind; gratuities, compensation for injury, pensions.
For some industries, such as steam railroads, the items are re-
ported; for others it is almost impossible to obtain them. When-
ever feasible, these payments were estimated. Since they are
small, discretion seemed the better part of statistical valor for
industries for which great effort would have to be expended to
achieve even rough approximations. For these industries 'other'
payments to employees were omitted; and to that extent em-
ployee compensation is incompletely estimated.
Second, while in all industries discussed here corporations
predominate, some activity in mining and manufacturing is
still carried on by unincorporated establishments. The indus-
trial censuses report the wages and salaries paid by such estab-
lishments but not the incomes of the proprietors. Nor are they
given adequately in Statistics of Income, the annual statistical
compendium of information reported on federal income taxMETHODS OF MEASUREMENT 101
returns by individuals and corporations. The various means
devised to estimate the total net income of these entrepreneurs
and to divide it between entrepreneurial withdrawals and net
savings, based largely upon some use of corporate data, are
described in the notes to the tables in Part Four. The resulting
estimates are crude, but the totals for these unincorporated
firms are very small compared with the totals for the corporate,
and any error in the former is not likely to affect the total for
each industry greatly.
Third, Statistics of Income reports for the various industrial
divisions total annual dividends and interest paid, but the pay-
ments are to other enterprises as well as to individuals. These
inter-enterprise payments must be excluded if duplication is
to be avoided. For dividends the adjustment can readily be
made because Statistics of Income, reports also dividends re-
ceived by corporations. The difference between dividend re-
ceipts and payments is the net amount contributed by each
industrial division to total dividends received by individuals,
but it is the amount of net dividends originating rather than
the amount actually paid by the industry directly to individ-
uals.
The adjustment of interest is harder because the only long
term interest receipts reported separately by corporations to
the federal income tax authorities and published by the latter
are those on government bonds; and total interest paid as re-
ported in Statistics of Income is not divided between interest
on short and long term debt. Our solution is based upon rather
heroic assumptions; namely, that all interest on short term debt
by corporations other than those representing aggregations of
individuals (savings banks, insurance companies, etc.) is paid
to enterprises, and that interest on long term debt is paid to
individuals; and that, therefore, total interest paid on bonds
minus interest received on government bonds is a good approxi-
mation to net interest originating and paid to individuals.
Accordingly, we estimated interest on long term debt by apply-
ing an average rate of return derived from an extensive cor-102 PART ONE
porate sample to the total corporate long term debt outstand-
ing shown by Statistics of Income, revised for a minor shortage
in coverage. From these payments we subtracted receipts on
government bonds held by corporations. Our estimate of inter-
est payments to individuals is undoubtedly an approximation
much cruder than our estimate of net dividend disbursements.
Fourth, the reported industrial classifications of employee
income (and the less important entrepreneurial income) are
not comparable with those of property income and corporate
net savings. The former are from industrial censuses, the latter
from Statistics of Income, and the two are not identical. This
difficulty is, however, minor, especially when we discuss the
broad industrial divisions. More important is the fact that pay-
ments to employees are based on primary information classified
by producing establishments, i.e., plants at specified locations,
while property income and corporate net savings are reported
by corporations which, until 1934,werepermitted by federal
tax authorities to file consolidated statements for the parent
corporation and its affiliates. Even single corporations having
no affiliates frequently control several producing establish-
ments engaged in diverse productive activities and classified
in the industrial censuses in more than one industrial division.
Among consolidated corporations this is the rule rather than
the exception. Federal tax authorities classify each reporting
unit in the industrial division from which it derived the major
part of its income. This means that a corporation devoting a
considerable part of its resources to oil mining or distribution
in one year may be classified under chemical manufactures; in
another year, with a slight increase in the relative importance
of its mining or distributive operations, it may be classified
under mining or trade.
A national income investigator cannot unscramble this mix-
ture. It is an onerous task even for the management of an enter-
prise to determine accurately what part of its net revenue can
be attributed to the various activities pursued or the different
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totals by industrial divisions in which reports of individual
corporations are consolidated and from primary data for each
corporation already combined for the various industrial
activities represented. All we can do is to admit that property
income and net savings of enterprises cannot be distributed by
industrial divisions with the same thoroughness as payments to
employees; and that consequently too much reliance cannot be
placed on small differences among industrial divisions in the
relative shares of property and service incomes or in the appor-
tionment between aggregate payments to individuals and net
savings of enterprises.1
The four types of difficulty in estimating income originating
in mining, manufacturing, electrical industries and communi-
cation, and steam railroads (including Pullman and express),
'all industrial divisions for which data are relatively complete,
are met also in most other industrial. branches. The first, that
relating to 'other' income of employees, is solved in these other
industries along the lines already indicated: whenever possible
we attempted to include these items, but we could not always
attain complete coverage. However, when the payments are
really substantial (e.g., relief disbursements, or subsistence for
army and navy employees) the information is usually available
1Theeffectof theconsolidation of reports on the industrial classification is
revealed by a comparison made possible for 1934bya change in the law
restricting the right to file consolidated returns for income tax purposes (see
Statistics of Income for 1934, Part 2,Tables2,io,and is).The1934 informa-
tion is given for corporations classified by industrial divisions based on con-
solidated returns in 1933andby industrial divisions based on separate returns
lfl1934. Fornet dividends originating (i.e., dividends paid minus dividends
received) by major industrial groups, agriculture, manufacturing, and con-
struction show minor changes from one classification to the other. But in divi-
clends originating in mining, transportation and public utilities, and trade
there is a significant decline (over 20percent) from the consolidated classifica-
tion to the non-consolidated; and there is a striking increase in net dividends
originating in finance. The apparent reason is that holding companies, for-
nler]yclassifiedin the industrial division of their affiliates, are now segregated
in finance and their dividend disbursements swell the item for that group.
Of course, there may have been other substantial shifts not revealed in a
classification by hroad industrial groups.104 PART ONE
and the items can be estimated. The omissions are therefore
relatively minor. The third, estimating net interest payments
to individuals, is also encountered in all other industries ex-
cept government and those that represent transitional stages
in the flow of property income to ultimate recipients, and is
treated similarly. The last difficulty, fitting property income
and net savings of enterprises into the moulds of the industrial
classification in the same way as service income, is also present
in the other industries; and there also little can be done beyond
admitting it as a qualification of our estimates. The second dif-
ficulty, estimating entrepreneurial net income and its break-
down, assumes much greater proportions in most of the other
industries than in those discussed and is aggravated by new
problems.
B ADDITIONAL PROBLEMS IN AGRICULTURE, CONSTRUCTION, AND
TRADE
The substantial part of activity in agriculture, construction,
and trade carried on by unincorporated firms makes it espe-
cially necessary to estimate entrepreneurial net income more
precisely than for industries in which unincorporated firms
are relatively few; but for these three industries, to attain com-
prehensive coverage of any aspect of activity and of any type of
income is far from easy.
This question of comprehensiveness might have been raised
about the industrial divisions discussed first. Can it be assumed
that the industrial censuses cover exhaustively the industries
they purport to describe? Or that all active business corpora-
tions report to the federal income tax authorities as they are
required to by law? Obviously some shortage in coverage may
be expected, greater in some industries than in others. For
example, while the reporting for steam railroads, electrical, and
communication industries may be assumed to be complete, not
all manufacturing and mining enterprises are covered; the
censuses themselves expressly exempt establishments with a
gross value of product under a low minimum. Also, there mayMETHODS OF MEASUREMENT 105
be some evasion in reporting by corporations. But the magni-
tudes involved probably have so slight an effect on the esti-
mates of income originating that it did not seem worth while
to strive for more complete coverage.
The situation is quite different in agriculture, construction,
and trade. Even when census surveys have been made we cannot
be sure that the coverage is reasonably complete or consistent.
In agriculture, for which a census has been taken at regular
intervals for several decades, grounds for suspicion lie first in
the difficulty of distinguishing between a bona fide farm, i.e.,
a productive unit devoted exclusively or preponderantly to
agricultural activity, and a farm that is the country residence
of people whose major activity is elsewhere or a place of refuge
from urban centers during depressions. Furthermore, coverage
may vary from one census year to the next because of differ-
ences in the time it is taken, the money spent, and the enu-
merator's method. Finally, there is the ever present difference
between information reported to enumerators by farmers and
that submitted to authorities by business corporations. The
former is in large degree a matter of rough calculations on the
part of the farmer; and sometimes, as in the case of a new ten-
ant reporting on activity for the preceding year, i.e., before he
took over the given farm, hearsay evidence.2 Fortunately, the
Department of Agriculture, especially the Bureau of Agricul-
tural Economics, supplements the censuses by special studies
and attempts to provide continuous series of comparable scope.
It is this Bureau's estimates of income originating in agricul-
ture that, with slight changes, we present here.
The deficiencies of coverage in construction and trade are
much more serious. Unlike farms, many firms in contract con-
struction and not a few in trade have no clearly recognizable,
2Forthe difficulties of defining a farm unit see J. D. Black and R. H. Allen,
'The Counting of Farms in the United States', Journal of the American
Statistical Association, Sept. 1937; and Karl Brandt, 'Fallacious Census Termi-
noiogy and its Consequences in Agriculture', Social Research, Feb. 1938. On
the whole subject of estimating income from agriculture see the Social Science
Research Council monograph, Research in Agricultural Income (June 1933).io6 PART ONE
identifiable location, and can easily be overlooked in any coun-
trywide survey. A contractor or a broker who has his office 'in
his hat', or a tradesman who has a stand in the lobby of an apart-
ment hotel, is operating a genuine business that is perhaps his
sole source of income as well as that of one or two employees.
But the Census Bureau or any other agency can scarcely be ex-
pected to comb these fields so finely as to turn up all these
elusive units. Complete coverage would be especially improb-
able in a first census, without the benefit of experience, or in a
survey that had no legal power to compel the giving of infor-
mation—characteristics of the more recent censuses of construc—
tion and trade. Furthermore, high mortality, both secular and
seasonal, is common among construction and trade units. Con-
sequently, a census for a given year would necessarily miss the
activity of the units that were seasonally idle when it was taken
or no longer in existence. Finally, in view of the primitive
methods of accounting prevailing among small tradesmen and
construction contractors, the trustworthiness of the informa-
tion collected is subject to considerable doubt.
Although the business units omitted are small, their number
may be large, and the consequent deficiency in the coverage of
income and expense items rather substantial. Since the censuses
collect the basic information on employee income, as well as on
the gross volume of activity (used subsequently to estimate en-
trepreneurial incomes), we attempted to adjust for the shortage
in coverage in contract construction and retail trade. In con-
struction it was substantial and we raised the wage, salary, and
other items reported in the Census for 1929, the basic figures
in our estimates. The shortage for retail trade was much
smaller, and because the approximation was rough, we decided
to adhere to the Census totals of the number and compensation
of employees. Whatever shortage there may be in our estimates
for trade proper is, at least in some degree, caught in 'miscel-
laneous industries', the division in which we attempt to make
up for the shortcomings of our approximations by parts andMETHODS OF MEASUREMENT 107
which is thus a patent measure of our failure to carry out the
classification adopted.
Entrepreneurial income, the major type in agriculture and
the preponderant one in construction and trade, is not re-
ported in any industrial census and must be approximated.
We have already suggested that the approximation based on
corporate data—the means we used to estimate this item in min-
ing and manufacturing—is too crude for industries in which
unincorporated firms predominate. For instance, it would be
nonsensical to try to approximate incomes of individual farm-
ers from data for agricultural corporations. But can other infor-
mation be found for estimating entrepreneurial income and its
division between withdrawals and net savings?
The answer varies from industry to industry. The Census
reports salaries paid to proprietors in many large construction
firms. The salaries of executive officers may be used to approxi-
mate entrepreneurial withdrawals in wholesale trade. Besides,
in 1929 corporate activity accounted for about 50 per cent of
construction and of retail trade; 8o per cent of wholesale trade.
We used corporate data to approximate total entrepreneurial
net income in these three branches; and the reported salaries,
salaries of corporation executives, or average salaries and
wages, to approximate entrepreneurial withdrawals.
The expenses incurred by farmers in the conduct of their
business are usually collected on a voluntary basis, and re-
ported in terms of percentages of gross receipts. These reports
are based on a sample of units that have fairly good accounting
methods; such units are likely to be among the more successful
and the larger units in the industry. The samples thus tend to
exaggerate incomes and minimize losses; and their application
to the countrywide totals leads to an exaggerated estimate of
entrepreneurial net income. Nevertheless since with them a
better approximation to the total net income of entrepreneurs
in agriculture can be made than with the corporate reports in
Statistics of Income, they were used by the Department of
Agriculture, whose estimates we adopted. Entrepreneurial in-io8 PART ONE
come totals have been further divided into withdrawals and
net savings by estimating the former on the basis of farm work-
ers' wages raised to represent the higher standard of living of
independent farmers.
C SPECIAL PROBLEMS OF THE SERVICE INDUSTRIES
The industrial divisions discussed under Sections A and B
comprise almost all the commodity producing, transporting,
and distributing industries. The other industries in the coun-
try's productive system, except a few branches of transporta-
tion (pipe lines, water transportation, motor trucking, local
cartage), are concerned with the provision of services: govern-
ment, finance (banking, insurance, real estate), and service in-
dustries proper (professional, amusement, personal, domestic,
business, etc.). Finally there is always the miscellaneous group
which supplements the parts approximated specifically.
These diverse industries can be divided roughly into two
large groups: those in which corporations or some other non-
personal form of organization are common—water transporta-
tion, motor trucking, cartage, aviation, pipe lines, banking, in-
surance, government, educational service, and some parts of
real estate, personal, amusement, and other service; and those
characterized by the prevalence of individually owned enter-
prises—some small subdivisions under banking (private invest-
rnent banks, brokerage houses, etc.), the part of real estate rep-
resented by net rent received by individuals, professional, do-
mestic, and parts of personal, amusement, and other service
industries.
For practically all industries in both groups a comprehensive
and reliable estimate of net income originating is difficult. Edu-
cational institutions alone have been covered by a census at
fairly regular intervals; and even its information on employee
compensation is incomplete. Census surveys for other indus-
tries have either not been made or were made too early (e.g.,
for water transportation in 1916)ortoo late (for several service
industries in 1935), contain insufficient information, and areMETHODS OF MEASUREMENT 109
inadequate in coverage. The 1935 Census of Business is espe-
cially deficient for those branches in which there are a multi-
tude of small business units even more elusive than in contract
construction and retail trade.
Thus for both groups, considerable difficulty is encountered
in estimating employee, entrepreneurial, and property in-
comes. In the first group, that in which corporations and non-
personal organizations predominate, little trouble is encoun-
tered in estimating property income originating: it is reported
in Statistics of Income or elsewhere (as in the case of govern-
ment debt and interest), or need not be considered at al.l since
property income payments are interpreted as transfers of pay-
ments originating elsewhere in the productive system (e.g., in
savings banks and life insurance companies). And since there
are practically no unincorporated establishments, the main
task is to estimate employee compensation. In the industries of
the second group the main task is to estimate entrepreneurial
net income. Employee income is a smaller though still con-
siderable magnitude, and segregable property income is usually
negligible.
We cannot describe adequately here the means by which we
bridged gaps in information. Varying greatly according to the
data used and in complexity, they yield final approximations of
diverse reliability. But some general indications that suggest
the main characteristics of the estimates can be given.
The estimates of payments to employees in the first group of
industries utilize all or some of the following data: question-
naires sent to enterprises on the number and compensation of
employees, the resulting sample raised to cover the total for
the country; actual count of employees in a sample off enter-
prises, often reported in directories and manuals, raised to
cover the entire industry, and multiplied by a sample average
compensation; sample studies showing income paid to em-
ployees as a percentage of all operating expenses or all gross
revenue; number of employees attached to the industry (ac-
cording to the Census of Population), reduced by estimated110 PART ONE
unemployment, and multiplied by average compensation de-
rived on the basis of samples or assumed to be equal to average
compensation in a related industrial branch; estimates of the
capital equipment of the industry, multiplied by the comple-
ni.ent or crew of employees needed to man the equipment and
their compensation. In general we estimated income originat-
ing for divisions as narrow as possible. Wide as the margin of
error may be within them, to estimate for narrow divisions is
the one way to arrive at a more reliable estimate for larger
divisions, the one approach that assures estimates whose valid-
ity can be appraised by a critical student.
For the second group of industries measurement is more
complicated and the estimates even cruder. Not only em-
ployee compensation but also the more important item, entre-
preneurial net income, must be estimated. And adequate
samples cannot be taken of the numerous small, unincor-
porated enterprises. Questionnaires become expensive if a
large sample is attempted and yield treacherous results if a
small sample is used. The absence of big, non-personal organi-
zations means the absence of information that such organiza-
tions usually collect and publish incident to the discharge of
public obligations; and that, while not relating directly to
income, does afford some basis for approximating its size.
Finally, the great differences in net income known to exist
among entrepreneurs in the industries in this group, or among
enterprises in this and other gToups, bar an acceptance of
averages for the industries covered by available data as valid for
industries for which no direct information exists.
Consequently, only crude approximations could be made
for industries in the second group. Estimates of total entre-
preneurial income were usually computed by multiplying
the number of entrepreneurs, obtained either from the Census
of Population or from directories, by average net income, de-
rived from sample studies of widely diverse coverage. The pro-
cedure followed for net rent receipts by individuals was to
estimate as comprehensively as we could total gross rent pay-METHODS OF MEASUREMENT 111
ments, subtract gross rent received by corporations, and reduce
gross rent received by individuals to net rent on the basis of
sample studies. Finally, employee compensation was deter-
mined partly on the basis of census information, partly on the
basis of sample returns from individual employers, partly on
the crude basis of estimating the number attached (from the
Census of Population), reducing it to the number employed,
and multiplying the latter by an average compensation derived
either from a sample for the specific industry or from informa-
tion for related or similar industrial branches.
This description conveys an inadequate notion of the devices
used to compensate for the paucity of data. The main point is
that ingenuity cannot fully or effectively compensate for lack
of basic information. Most of the estimates for this group of
industries are susceptible to a wide margin of error. And for
many industrial branches in it a specific estimate had to be
given up as hopeless. These were thrown into the miscellaneous
group. Because the industries that had to be treated in this
manner were large and because we had controlling totals for
most of the service industries proper, a division of 'miscellane-
ous service' was established for all service industries for which
we could not make separate estimates.
The 'miscellaneous service' as well as the general 'miscel-
laneous' division could more properly be designated 'all other
service' and 'all other industries'. They comprise the segments
of national income obtained by subtracting net income origi-
nating in the industrial branches for which specific estimates
proved feasible from the totals that constitute the most compre-
hensive estimate of income in the field of service or of the total
national product. The characteristics of these controlling totals
and their effect on the scope of national income estimates are
now considered.112 PART ONE
3The Controlling Totals
A THE NATURE OF THE TOTALS
The device of controlling totals is used commonly to approxi-
mate totals for industry type of income cells. Whenever de-
tailed and complete information can be had for only a portion
of the area under study, it is usual to find some other attribute
by which the area of partial coverage can be compared with
the entire area. The total of this attribute for the entire area
becomes the controlling magnitude; and all totals derived
from data covering a portion of the area are adjusted to corre-
spond with it.
However, we are concerned here with countrywide control-
ling totals, not with those for any specific industrial division or
industry type of income cell. Since the approximation by parts
proceeds from one industrial division to the next, i.e., each
category of payments and net savings of enterprises is estimated
first in one industry, then in another, the countrywide control-
ling totals must, if possible, be given separately for each type
of payment and for the net savings of enterprises. From a con-
trolling total for employee income for the country as a whole
and the payments accounted for in each industry we derived
the payments to employees in the miscellaneous industrial
group; and proceeded likewise for the other types of income.3
The controlling total for payments to employees was the
number of gainfully occupied persons, exclusive of individual
proprietors, reported in the Census of Population. A gainfully
occupied person is one who, though he may not be employed
or otherwise engaged in a gainful pursuit at the time the Census
is taken, is ordinarily so engaged. The number of gainfully oc-
cupied employees reported by the Census, if the Census is at all
3 The discussion that follows relates to the countrywide controlling totals used
to derive the estimates for the miscellaneous industries group. The controlling
totals for the service industry, used to derive 'miscellaneous service' and thus
complete the estimate for the service group, are similar and need not be
discussed here. They are described in det3il in Part Four, in the notes appended
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complete,thus represents the maximum number likely to re-
ceive wages and salaries; maximum since it includes persons
ordinarily employed but who may have been inactive, either
voluntarily or involuntarily, at the time the Census was taken.4
Consequently, the total must be adjusted for unemploy-
ment, even before it can be used to control the number receiv-
ing employee compensation. We attempted this adjustment as
follows. For each industry covered in the approximation by
parts, we estimated the number employed. The sum of these
totals was subtracted from total gainfully occupied employees
reduced by the number fully unemployed: the remainder is
the number employed in the miscellaneous group. Since it still
included some partly unemployed, it was reduced to equiva-
lent full-time employment on the basis of ratios for other
industries.
Total were also estimated from the Census of
Population but somewhat differently from employees. It was
not feasible to compare the overall total of proprietors reported
in the Census with the number accounted for in the industrial
branches for which specific estimates had been made, because
for some branches the estimates of entrepreneurs were the
crudest of approximations. But since the latest Census of Popu-
lation reports occupations by industries, we could obtain the
number of proprietors in the industrial divisions for which no
specific estimates of entrepreneurial income had been made.
This number, unadjusted, is given as the number of entre-
preneurs in the miscellaneous group. Total unemployment is
infrequent among entrepreneurs so long as they remain entre-
preneurs; and partial unemployment has little meaning in this
type of gainful pursuit.
The number of equivalent full-time employees and of entre-
preneurs in the miscellaneous group determined, the estimates
4Actuallythe Census is not complete in that it omits at least recipients of
casual and part-time incomes, who would not classify themselves as gainfully
occupied. For a brief discussion of this and other omissions see SectionC
below and Chapter 9.114 PART ONE
of employee compensation and entrepreneurial income origi-
nating in this residual group were dependent upon an average
compensation per employee and an average net income per
entrepreneur. Direct data from which such averages could be
computed are not available; if they were, there would be no
need for a miscellaneous division. Any averages that could be
used would necessarily be arbitrary. Such arbitrariness was
lessened by examining the nature of the industries included in
this miscellaneous group, by finding similarities between them
and other industries for which fairly acceptable estimates of
service income had been made, and by using for some indus-
tries scattered data for 1929 and later years. Separate averages
were applied to the number of employees and of entrepreneurs.
Since those averages were at best merely reasonable guesses, we
pressed the approximation by parts as far as we could, thereby
reducing to a minimum the area covered by the residual miscel-
laneous industrial division.
The controlling total for net rent received by individuals
was derived chiefly from (a) rent paid by corporations (Statistics
of Income for recent years), raised whenever possible to cover
unincorporated establishments; (b) rent paid by all enterprises
in trade (Census of Distribution); (c) total residential rent (de-
rived from the Census of Population, 1929); (d) rent originat-
ing in agriculture and paid to non-farmers as estimated by the
Bureau of Agricultural Economics. From this total of gross
rent (excluding rent from agriculture) we subtracted rent re-
ceived by corporations (Statistics of Income); and to the resid-
ual gross rent received by or imputed to individuals we applied
a ratio of net to gross rent, derived from samples of operating
and maintenance expenditures for real estate, to obtain net
non-farm rent. To the latter we added net farm rent.
Comprehensive totals of dividends and corporate net sav-
ings are given in Statistics of Income but we preferred to use
for public utilities information reported by the Bureau of the
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quently, the derivation of dividends and net savings in the
residual miscellaneous division by subtraction yields in sev-
eral years patently absurd results. We therefore estimated
dividends and net savings for this miscellaneous division di-
rectly, by using data from Statistics of Income on the industries
specifically included. In that sense there is no single controlling
total for either dividends or corporate For both, the
countrywide totals consist of Statistics of Income totals for all
except the public utilities covered by the Bureau of the Census
and the Interstate Commerce Commission, and the latter totals
for them. In addition, net savings are estimated for unincor-
porated firms, for which the controlling total is essentially the
number of entrepreneurs; and for governments, for which the
controlling totals are, on the one hand, net public construction
and, on the other, the net public debt of all governments.
The countrywide total of interest includes: (i) interest on
long term debt for all corporations except public utilities, re-
ported in Statistics of Income and raised to allow for a slight
shortage in coverage, multiplied by a rate of interest derived
from an extensive corporate sample, minus interest received
by corporations on government bonds; (2) long term interest
paid by public utilities, as reported by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission and the Census of Electrical Industries,
minus all long term interest received; interestpayments
originating in agriculture and real estate;interestpayments
by governmental agencies. Interest payments in miscellaneous
industries are estimated from Statistics of Income data for in-
dustries specifically covered, not by -subtraction from a single
controlling total.
The totals of interest and of net savings are, perhaps, the
least comprehensive. The former explicitly omits interest paid
by unincorporated firms to individuals—a presumably small
item that cannot be gauged with the existing data. Estimates of
net savings of enterprises are probably deficient for unincor-
porated firms.ii6 PART ONE
B EFFECT ON TERRITORIAL COVERAGE
The controlling totals determine the territorial coverage of
national income estimates. While the industrial and other
censuses fecord some service income that may flow to people
residing outside this country, the controlling total for this
type of payment is the number of persons gainfully occupied
reported in the Census of Population. Since this Census, as
well as all the industrial censuses, cover only people residing in
the continental United States (i.e., forty-eight states and
the District of Columbia), and exclude such outlying terri-
torial possessions as Alaska, Hawaii, the Virgin Islands, and
Puerto Rico, the service income total is for this territorial
area. If the service income in the various industrial branches
except miscellaneous does cover some people residing outside
the continental United States, there will be an offsetting reduc-
tion in the service income originating in the residual, the mis-
cellaneous division. Full coverage of the number of employees
drawing wages and salaries, the number of entrepreneurs, and
the activity of unincorporated enterprises, is also for the con-
tinental United States.
At first sight, net rent received by individuals seems to have
the same coverage, since the global totals are derived largely
from the Census of Population and the industrial censuses.
But it must be remembered that rent, though paid by individ-
uals and business organizations domiciled in the continental
United States, may flow to people residing abroad; conversely,
residents of this country may receive rent from abroad. This is
possible so far as we conceive of net rent as purely property in-
come, not calling for participation by the recipient in activity
within the country. Since the flow of net rent across interna-
tional boundaries is relatively minor and can be neglected, we
accept the total originating in the continental United States as
identical with the total received by its residents, although this
treatment results in greater error than a similar procedure for
employee compensation or entrepreneurial income.
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savings are from Statistics of Income, which covers Alaska and
Hawaii in addition to the continental United States. The cor-
porations are classified by the states and territories in which the
principal place of business or principal office or agency is lo-
cated. Adjustment for the inclusion of Alaska and Hawaii to
assure strict identity of territorial coverage with that of service
income is both difficult and relatively unimportant. In the
case of dividends and interest we wish to know how much
individuals residing in the United States receive; and the fact
that the principal agency, office, or place of business of a cor-
poration is in Alaska' or Hawaii is no assurance that its divi-
dends and interest are received largely by individuals residing
outside the continental United States. A better case can be
made for the exclusion of the net savings of corporations in
Alaska and Hawaii. But the corporations classified under these
two territories are such a small fraction of the total (for 1936
theirnet income and net deficit combined accounted for less
than one-half of one per cent of a similar total for the con-
tinental United States), and their exclusion would entail so
many minor and arbitrary reductions in the industrial divi-
sions that it did not seem worth while. Consequently, the totals
of corporate net savings include corporations domiciled in the
continental United States, Alaska, and Hawaii.
totals of dividends and interest received by individuals
discussed so far originate in enterprises domiciled in the con-
tinental United States, Hawaii, and Alaska. But some of these
payments are received by residents of foreign countries; con-
versely, residents of this country receive some interest and
dividends from abroad. Our definition of national income de-
mands an estimate of dividends and interest received by the
residents of this country, preferably residents of the continental
United States. Figures for the adjustment, that for the flow of
property income into and out of the country, are from the
study of the balance of international payments, in the course
of which the Department of Commerce estimates the returns
on investments in this country by foreigners and by Americansii8 PART ONE
abroad. These investments are largely in securities; and while
direct investments (in such properties as real estate) are also
estimated by the Department of Commerce, they are small and
the estimates do not cover the entire period. The final adjust-
ment was to subtract from total dividends and interest originat-
ing the payments flowing to foreigners and to add the payments
received from abroad by residents of this country.
However, the territorial area, for purposes of this adjust-
ment, is even wider than that covered in Statistics of Income.
"In addition to continental United States, our balance-of-pay-
ments area includes Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico and the Vir-
gin Islands. The Philippine Islands and the Panama Canal
Zone fall outside this area and are therefore considered foreign
countries" (Foreign Investment in the United States., prepared
under the direction of A. E. Taylor, Department of Com-
merce, Washington, 1937, p. 3, note 1). It would be difficult to
modify this adjustment to reduce the area it covers, and the
change would be too slight to affect the totals significantly.
To sum up: In view of the dominance of employee compensa-
tion and entrepreneurial income, total national income is al-
most exclusively for the continental United States. Dividends,
interest, and corporate net savings cover a somewhat larger
area; but the additional coverage probably amounts to less
than one-half of one per cent of the respective type of income
totals.
C RESULTING EXCESSES AND OMISSIONS
The national income estimates, as described in the approxi-
mation by parts and delimited by the controlling totals, in-
clude some items tha't should be omitted and omit others that
should be included. Their excesses and omissions are not to be
confused with under- or overvaluations in the estimates them-
selves. We do not deal here with such questions as whether
wages and salaries for various industrial divisions are larger or
smaller than they should be. We are concerned with the pos-METHODS OF MEASUREMENT 119
sibleomission of some group of employees, a certain type of
income, some industry; or the inclusion of items that definitely
do not belong in national income.
Activities whose compensation should be omitted are likely
to be included because people engaged in pursuits upon which
society frowns cannot be expected to report themunder their
real name. Peddlers of pernicious and prohibited drugs, pand-
ers, professional assassins are loathe to admit their true occupa-
tions to Census enumerators; and if recorded, they will appear
under some occupation that meets with social approval or toler-
ance. Similarly, many people, corporations, or individual firms
engaged in occupations that are innocuous, or at least not
prohibited, but are recognized by society at large as not con-
tributing to the positive contents of national income, may try,
sometimes in vain, to evade Census surveys as they do the vigi-
lance of authorities. Hence, the controlling totals undoubtedly
include some activities whose compensation should be ex-
cluded from national income. This over-inclusion cannot be
even roughly approximated, but it can be assumed tobe minor
relative to the total.
The omissions due to lack of data are more numerous and
the items are larger. Reasonably complete coverage of goods
that do not appear on the market is attained only for products
retained by farmers for their own consumption and the
of houses inhabited by their owners. Payments in kind to em-
ployees are covered for only a few industries, and have to be
omitted for most. None of the other activities whose
do not appear on the market (listed in Ch. 1) is included in
national income. The size of these omissions depends mainly
upon which of these non-market goods one thinks belong in
national income. If a most inclusive viewpoint is adopted, the
shortage in our total is relatively large.5
Some significant groups of monetary income payments are
omitted. We have already noted that 'other' income of em-
ployees cannot be fully estimated except for a few industries.
5 For a suggestion of the magnitudes involved see Chapter 9.120 PART ONE
A much larger omission is income from casual or secondary
occupations, either combined with a full-time pursuit or en-
gaged in by persons not usually gainfully occupied and of a
type not sufficiently important to place their performers in the
category of gainfully occupied. For example, a full-time worker
in a factory may earn some occasional income by doing repair
for a householder. The net value of his activity is recorded
in our estimates in connection with his full-time job. But his
additional earnings, derived from occasional repair jobs, stand
little chance of being recorded anywhere. They cannot be re-
trieved through comparison of the number gainfully occupied
and employed: the household does not report its expenditure
on this job, and the worker is unlikely to be subject to an in-
come tax or to report his earnings. Other not uncommon in-
stances are those of professional salaried people deriving fees
from lecturing, writing, and other free lance jobs; proceeds
from the sale of products by people to whom gardening, flower
raising, or owning a much cow is a secondary pursuit, etc.
Illustrations of incomes earned by people not classified as
gainfully occupied are also plentiful. Many minors in urban
communities deriving small incomes from occasional jobs
(bootblacking, newspaper selling, fruit gathering, etc.) also
stand little chance of being recorded among the gainfully occu-
pied in the Census of Population. Many a housewife, espe-
cially among the lower income families, takes in a boarder or
two without thereby converting the household into a profes-
sional boarding house and considering herself, or being con-
sidered by statistical authorities, as gainfully occupied; the
same is true of occasional tharring, laundry work, and similar
domestic jobs. Finally, a gainfully occupied person, entirely or
partly unemployed, may find an occasional job that yields a
small income. He does not thereby fall out of the unemployed
classification, and his income is not recorded anywhere. Each
of these omissions, which are partly employee compensation
and partly entrepreneurial income, is fairly small, but they
are numerous and may well add up. to a substantial sum. Un-METHODS OF MEASUREMENT 121
certain as the amount is, it is probably not large relative to total
recorded payments to employees and entrepreneurial income.
Some items are omitted from property income. As indicated
in Chapter 2 (Sec. 3 A), royalties cannot be estimated. The
item is reported by individuals who file federal income tax re-
turns, but the authorities combine it with net rent receipts in
their publications. We noted also that interest paid to individ-
uals by unincorporated firms cannot be estimated. But it is not
a large amount, relatively. The chief shortcoming of our esti-
mates of property income arises because we cannot trace its
flow through institutions such as banks and insurance com-
panies. In it we include all dividends and long term interest
received by these and interpret their receipt as an
accrual to the account of the ultimate recipient. However, we
cannot ascertain whether the actual net disbursement to the
ultimate recipients by these institutions is larger or smaller
than the flow of dividends and long term interest to them.
Finally, all our estimates may have a shortage over and
above that due to the items we are aware we omit, for the con-
trolling totals, no matter how comprehensive, may fail to
cover some parts of the country's economic activity. Some resi-
dents and gainfully occupied persons may elude the Census
enumerator; some corporations may not be recorded in Sta-
tistics of Income. The bias is toward omission rather than over-
inclusion, for the obvious reason that it is easier for a census,
as for any statistical survey, to miss units than to count those
that do not exist.
Most of the omissions are vague or unknown quantities, and
one cannot do more than conjecture what they amount to. They
are noted here primarily to indicate the scope of our national
income total, and to emphasize that we can estimate recordable,
'professional' economic activities alone. Products of activities
so far removed from the market as to have an uncertain market
value, products of casual and secondary pursuits, and the mar-
gin of unknown that always remains, even after assiduous ef-
fort at completeness, are perforce excluded.122 PART ONE
4Continuous Annual Estimates
A THE NEED
Estimating national income for a single hypothetical year, as-
sumed to be most advantageous from the viewpoint of the
supply of basic data, is easy compared with preparing reliable
totals covering each year in, a period. Do we really need con-
annual estimates? Since they are necessarily approxi-
mate and only rough guides in a study of short term changes in
the economic scene, would it not be sufficient to estimate na-
tional income for single years at substantial intervals, pref-
erably those for which censuses are taken—19o9, 1919,1929?
Several reasons may be for declaring such an inter-
mittent series unsatisfactory and for estimating national in-
come continuously on an annual and perhaps even shorter time
unit basis. First and foremost is that estimates for any single
year are inevitably affected by the economic conditions peculiar
to it: the phase of the business cycle through which the country
was passing and the conjuncture of events. For example, from
estimates for 1919and1929, the character of the changes during
the decade could scarcely be inferred; and from estimates for
a single year, it would be impossible to infer which magni-
tudes and relations are persistent and which contingent upon
conditions peculiar to it. To differentiate between transient
and persistent elements we must have estimates for several
time units.
Consequently, whether one is content with annual estimates
at decennial, quinquennial, or biennial intervals or strives for
annual series depends primarily upon the period
for which one wishes to establish significant changes or differ-
ences in national income and its components. From decennial
estimates we can establish tendencies free from cyclical and
casual disturbances only for sixty years or more, and must
treat the entire period as a unit, since we cannot isolate the
secular changes peculiar to any part. With quinquennial esti-
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during a shorter period, say thirty to forty years; from annual
estimates we can approximate secular movements for still
shorter periods. In other words, cyclical and other transient
changes can be the better distinguished and the persistent
movements for shorter periods studied with greater accuracy
the shorter (up to a certain the intervals separating the
estimates. The same holds pan passu for comparisons among
countries or regions, since the impact of cyclical and other
transient disturbances varies with the area. Here again a series
composed of estimates for not too infrequent time units is
needed in order to separate the persistent from the transient
differences and study the former closely during relatively brief
intervals.
Second, we may be interested in these transient changes or
differences themselves. If so, we may consider national income
estimates as attempts to synthesize diverse, movements occur-
ring at any given time in the various parts of the economic
system. While approximate and too broad for a proper
measurement of cyclical and other short term changes in eco-
nomic conditions, still, in the absence of more comprehensive
estimates for briefer time units, annual estimates are of some
use for the study of short term changes or differences. For such
purposes continuous estimates are indispensable.
This aspect of national income estimates accounts for the
powerful incentive to bridge long intervals in any series. When
a series contains an estimate for a year close to the present, the
incentive is dormant. But if the estimate is for some year in the
past, we are impelled to bring it up to date, to ascertain what
happened in the years immediately preceding and what is hap-
pening at present. For example, were we to estimate national
income for 1940, by 1942 or 1943 we would want to know
what had happened meanwhile. This desire will be the stronger
the more accurately the estimates reflect the conditions during
the one year they cover and the greater the apparent changes
since. Both factors, the accuracy of the estimates and the sensi-
tivity of the economic system to short term disturbances, have124 PART ONE
during recent years made more desirable national income
estimates at close intervals.
Finally, there is the purely practical consideration that any
interval longer than a year, combined with any choice of dates,
would not be the best for all parts of the economic system. For
example, if decennial intervals the years 1909, 1919, 1929
were chosen, it would be unfortunate for estimates of electrical
industries and communication, the censuses of which are for
1917, 1922, 1927, 1932, etc.; of water transportation, the census
of which, when taken, covers the sixth year of the decade; and
for any information on wealth, the census of which (Wealth,
Debt, and Taxation) is taken decennially in the second year
of the decade. Continuous annual estimates free us from the
quandary of what intervals and dates to select.
B THE PREPARATION
The difficulties arising in the preparation of continuous series
for this country apply exclusively to employee compensation,
entrepreneurial income, and rent. Dividends, interest, and cor-
porate net savings can be derived, for almost the entire period
covered by us, from Statistics of Income and other reports pub-
lished annually; and their measurement on a continuous
annual basis involves few additional difficulties. The only
point to be noted is that while our estimates are for calendar
years, some corporations report for fiscal years. However, the
proportion is small (for 1933 about io per cent of all corpora-
tions, accounting for about 12 per cent of combined net in-
come and net deficit). The consequent blurring of the temporal
limits of the year is not material.
To prepare continuous annual estimates of other income
types is not simple, because censuses are taken at decennial,
quinquennial, or biennial intervals. We must either bridge
the temporal gaps between the census years, when several fall
within the period, or extrapolate a census figure for a single
year backward and/or forward until the entire period is coy-
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census figure, adjusted or unadjusted, as the basic quantity;
finding a related series, usually of much narrower coverage but
Continuous, and using it as an index of changes which, when
applied to the census figures for one year or several, yields the
continuous annual estimate of that particular group of income
payments.
Our first task is to choose a continuous series which, when
converted to an index, can be taken to represent annual changes
in the total. The choice is seldom among several continuous
series for the same group of wages, salaries, or entrepreneurial
income. It is more often a matter of deciding what, in the
absence of Continuous series relating directly to the industry in
question, we should choose to construct the interpolating or
extrapolating index. In this choice we resorted to various cx-
pedients. If continuous direct series were reported for wages
but not for salaries in a given industry, we used a ratio of
salaries to wages in a related industry. If there were no indexes
for total payments to employees but we could estimate annual
gross sales in a given industry, as well as in a related one for
which employee compensation could be estimated annually,
we based the interpolation index on the ratio of employee com-
pensation to gross sales. When continuous series were reported
for the number employed but not for their compensation, we
estimated the change in the per capita figure on the basis of
a sample narrower in coverage than that for the number em-
ployed or of changes in the per capita figure for a related in-
dustry. For entrepreneurial income there were also either
sample series relating directly to the industry concerned or esti-
mates of the number based on the number of unincorporated
firms, the latter interpolated between Census dates by an index
based on the number of failures; and estimates of withdrawals
per entrepreneur based largely on the movement of per capita
salaries. In general we used all sample data that applied spe-
cifically to the industrial division or type of payment to be
estimated, and only in their absence, sample information for126 PARTONE
related industries, converting it to some ratio basis before using
it as an index.
The supply of such continuous series is governed by the
factors that determine the availability of basic information.
Primarily for enterprises rather than for individuals and house-
holds, they are most plentiful for the industrial divisions for
which the basic information is best, i.e., mining, manufactur-
ing, and public utilities, and for the same reasons. The factors
limiting the supply of comprehensive, basic data in such indus-
tries as contract construction and trade also affect the supply of
continuous annual series and are aggravated by the lack of a
census for these two industries before 1929. Again the absence
of data is most acute in the service industries, in which unin-
corporated enterprises predominate. This similarity of the
stocks of continuous sample series to that of intermittent
Census data is to be expected not only because the same factors
are operative, but also because regular censuses in themselves
constitute an incentive to collect sample data. In industries
for which censuses are not taken, or are recent, there is little
incentive to collect continuous samples, since there are no basic
totals in conjunction with which sample data could be used or
by which they could be tested and improved.
Our second task was to decide how to treat industry type of
income cells for which a crude but tolerable approximation
could be made for a single year but for which data were insuffi-
cient for acceptable annual series. Such cells or branches were
usually transferred to 'miscellaneous', a fate that befell fisher-
ies, motor transportation, and aviation. The alternative, to
make estimates for the more recent years for which they are
feasible and change the industrial classifications for the various
parts of the period under study, would increase the cumber-
someness of the classification and the difficulties of temporal
comparison. It would be worth while only if the period covered
by the specific estimates were substantial and the estimates
themselves fully trustworthy.
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begin in 1919. The decennial census is for 1919, which is also
the year when new continuous sample data on employment
began to be collected on a large scale. Statistics of Income
tabulations start in 1916. If one were to go beyond igig, espe-
cially to the somewhat abnormal war years, numerous series
would cease to be available and the breakdown of national
income could not be as detailed. On the other hand, there
would be small gain in the amount of data continuously avail.-
able had we begun after 1919, unless we had shifted all the
way to 1929, another year that serves as the initial date for an
appreciable amount of additional information.
Once we had chosen the continuous series to be used in ex-
tending the basic magnitudes over time, we had to decide upon
the method of interpolation and extrapolation. The theoreti-
cally possible variety of methods is wide. In extrapolating, one
can make various assumptions concerning the way in which
changes in the area to be estimated are reflected in the sample
series used as an index. We might assume that the sample is
strictly proportional, the simplest possible hypothesis; or that
it is too sensitive or not sufficiently sensitive to short term oscil-
lations, so that its oscillations would be damped or intensified
when we transfer them to the estimated area; or that it has an
upward or downward bias as compared with the basic area
studied, and allow for it in using the sample as an index. Simi-
lar assumptions may be made to modify the application of the
continuous sample in interpolation, i.e., estimating the totals
between two given magnitudes; and various interpolation
formulae, expressive of different assumptions concerning the
underlying line of movement and the relation between the
sample series and the successive basic magnitudes, may be used.
But the choice presupposes more exact knowledge of the
relation between the sample and the total area to be estimated
than is possessed by the national income investigator. Even
when the continuous series are based on data relating directly
to the industry or type of income to be estimated, it is difficult
to know precisely in what way the sample may not record the128 PART ONE
relative cli anges in the magnitudes to be extrapolated or inter-
polated. When the index is based on data from other indus-
tries or types of income, no precise judgment is possible. For
these reasons the simplest methods of extrapolation and inter-
polation were followed: for the. former we assumed that the
relative changes in the sample series describe exactly the rela-
tive changes in the basic figure; for the latter, that the average
relative error of the index, as compared with the two basic
totals, is distributed equally over the intervening years. Only
in the interpolation between biennial Census totals was an-
other method of interpolation sometimes used.
5Concluding Comments
For an adequate account of how the supply of data conditioned
our estimates of national income and of its components, a
critical reader should consult the comments on the characteris-
tics of the industrial and type of income classifications followed
(Ch. 8), review the tentative magnitudes suggested for the vari-
ous items omitted (Ch. 9), compare our estimates with those
published by the National Bureau in the past and by the De-
partment of Commerce at present (Ch. io), inspect critically
our classification of underlying data and the analysis of the in-
terpol.ation and extrapolation procedures (Ch. i i), observe the
relative margins of error we set for the various industry type
of income cells that comprise national income in each year
(Ch. 1 2), refer to the tables and notes in Part Four, and finally
glance at the supplementary materials in Part Five.
Obviously, not much would be gained by trying to sum-
marize this chapter, already a summary of Part Four. Instead,
we speculate briefly upon the factors that determine the supply
of income data in this country. The decisions it imposes have
been stressed. Statistical information for so comprehensive a
total Cannot be collected by one investigator or research agency,
but is the cumulative product of Continuous and extensive
collection largely by governmental agencies, which have the
power to demand information and are impelled to do so byt29
considerations of public policy and administrative needs. Why
are income data in this country so much more plentiful from
enterprises than from individuals and households? Why are
those from enterprises primarily suitable for the industry pay-
ments approach rather than for the gross-net product or fin-
ished product approaches?
In answer to the first question, several, necessarily tenta-
tive, suggestions can be advanced. First, there is the greater
ease with which reports can be obtained from enterprises than
from individuals or families, partly a matter of sheer numbers,
partly of how well informed the reporter is. In recent years
about 450,000corporationsreported to the federal income tax
authorities. The families whose livelihoods were derived from
these corporations must have numbered over fifteen million.
In 1929theCensus of Manufactures reported about 211,000
manufacturingestablishments. In April 1930theCensus of
Population reported over eleven million persons usually en-
gaged in manufacturing. Moreover, enterprises are in direct
contact with production processes, sales, and payments, and
have systems of accounting and control that place them in a
much better position to provide accurate information than are
individuals as ultimate consumers and members of households.
Second, much of governmental regulation is aimed directly
at enterprises, rather than at individuals or families; and a
large part of our statistical information on economic matters
is a byproduct of such administrative efforts. This is especially
true for public utilities, foreign trade, and business corpora-
tions subject to taxation. On the other hand, not until recent
years have governments even tried to collect information on
the incomes of individuals and households or the ways in which
they disposed of payments received from enterprises, except
when the incomes were above the taxable minimum. As they
became more concerned with the temporal stability and the
sufficiency of individuals' incomes, they began, through their
social security administration, to collect comprehensive in-130 PART ONE
formation on incomes. Even now, for technical reasons, they
prefer to obtain it from enterprises.
Finally, both the public at large and students of economic
problems have tended, and perhaps still tend, to emphasize
production, neglecting distribution and consumption. With
the rapid extensive and intensive progress that characterized
this country through most of its history, the existence of fron-
tiers to be conquered and the need to raise the industrial arts
to the level of the more advanced countries, the pressing prob-
lems seemed to be in production; and the problems created by
the distribution of national income and its utilization by ulti-
mate consumers seemed relatively minor and soluble in the
upward rush of industrial production. This viewpoint put a
premium on information on productive activity, on the
achievements of the industrial system in terms of goods pro-
duced, men employed, values added, etc., rather than on goods
consumed or the shares of inhabitants in the national total. Ob-
viously, information on productive activity can be supplied
only by the enterprises that organize and control it. The recent
shift in viewpoint, toward greater concern over the distribu-
tion of national income among ultimate consumers and be-
tween consumption and savings, presages a change in the
emphasis on what questions should be asked and an increase,
already apparent, in information reported in terms of indi-
viduals and household units.
These suggestions serve to explain also why we know so
much more about some industries than about others. Infor-
mation is richest for industries in which corporations, espe-
cial.ly of the type that are subject to more rigid control by
public authority (public utilities), are most common; and
poorest for industries in which the predominant unit is the
unincorporated firm. Here again the difference is due to the
smaller number of corporations, their better accounting sys-
tems, their more rigid control by governmental and adminis-
trative agencies. Information is more plentiful for enterprises
that deal with commodities, especially extraction, fabrication,METHODS
and transportation (agriculture, mining, manufacturing, con-
struction, steam railroads), than for enterprises engaged in the
provision of services that have no material embodiment (trade,
direct service, finance, government, etc.). Here again emphasis
on the productive accomplishments of the economic system
in a society which, at least in the past, tended to identify them
with increase in material wealth, led to a greater interest in
commodity production than in services.
These comments suggest the answer to the second question:
why data on income type are more abundant than on the
value of products consumed or on finished products. Public
interest, whether social or administrative, naturally lies chiefly
in the productive system as a source either of employment and
occupational possibilities, thereby establishing a link between
population as a productive factor and total output, or of tax-
able income. The industrial censuses record employment and
employee compensation, and the population censuses, occupa-
tions; Statistics of In come and similar byproducts of adminis-
trative agencies record dividends, interest, and corporate sav-
ings. To require reports. on gross product, especially on the
full value of products of other enterprises consumed, would
mean demanding more from economic units than many could
easily give and would serve no clear social or administrative
purpose. Similarly, detailed. reports on finished products
would require a more comprehensive coverage of interrela-
tions among enterprises and of purely service activities than
seems warranted in a society whose industrial production is
growing rapidly and the welfare of whose inhabitants is ap-
parently increasing. Only concern over the adequacy of ulti-
mate consumption, greater attention to service activities closer
to the passage of goods into households, greater concern over
the adequacy of capital formation, and emphasis on the utiliza-
lion rather than on the production of income render detailed
reports on finished products of sufficient importance for public
agencies to attempt to procure them and for enterprises and
society at large to recognize that their value justifies the effort.132 PART ONE
Our discussion of the factors that determine the stock of
income data in this country, sketchy and speculative though
it is, perhaps attempts to explain too much. But the main con-
clusion seems valid: the stock, which can be accumulated only
at appreciable cost to society, is far from being due to chance.
It is rather due to factors deeply seated in social organization
and the outlook of society at large. Some determine the extent
to which the final units in social life—ultimate consumers, busi-
ness enterprises, public organizations—record in their opera-
tions and define in their everyday discourse the figures from
which estimates can be made. Others determine the extent to
which these final units, which are at the same time units of
reporting and observation,.recognize that the information de-
sired is indispensable from the viewpoint of the body social,
whether for purposes of administration, legislation, or any
other form of action by society at large, and hence are willing
to provide it. Finally, more specific factors come into play in
actuating governmental agencies, the only ones that can gather
the continuous and comprehensive information requisite to
estimate national income.
Again we stress the dependence of the supply of economic
data in general, and income data in particular, upon the organi-
zation of the units of observation; upon the viewpoint enter-
tained by society at large as to the relative urgency of various
economic problems and hence as to the need for various types
of data; upon the responsiveness of governmental agencies to
the demands of public administration and social policy. Just
as in defining his concepts and classifications, the investigator
operates within a frame of reference determined by the view-
point of the society whose economic activities he measures, so
his actual statistical work is conditioned by the social organi-
zation and viewpoint that are reflected in the statistics for the
period with which he is concerned. There is an obvious inter-
play the factors that determine both the conceptual
framework and the statistical bricks of the national income
estimates.